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Executive Summary: 

 

1 I wish it recorded that I oppose the proposal to have 75-80% of Christchurch’s heritage 

and notable trees dropped from the Council’s register, particularly of such trees on private 

properties. That this should be proposed by our City Council across a city that we are all 

endeavouring to rebuild into an environment of renewal for its citizens is beyond 

shameful. 

2 I am also very concerned that the speed and lack of public consultation on this particular 

issue has been troubling to say the least.  

3 In this present time, the citizens and overall city continue their struggle to recover from 

the enormous damage and loss due to the earthquakes, the Council now proposes what 

will be another significant loss by supporting a ‘man-made’ and planned destruction to 

the environment of the city.  

4 In considering the renewal of the city as a whole, I believe it is important to retain a 

diversity of character within the overall Christchurch setting, which not only enables a 

range of lifestyle choices for residents but also provides a sense of continuity between our 

city’s past and present.   

5 I believe that the Operative Plan’s list of Heritage and Notable trees should not only be 

maintained, but regularly updated to include those trees which grow to become significant 

trees on private property. 

6 I have seen no robust argument or logic given to understand why this proposal has been 

put forward. At a property specific level, the analysis report for the trees on my property 

may be clear to the Council’s arborists sent out to do the analysis, but it is certainly in no 

way clear to me.  There is no detailed explanation of each tree, telling me after many 

years why that tree is no longer to be protected.   

7 In particular, I request that the avenue of common limes (Tilia x Europea)on my property, 

be reinstated on the District Plan. I do not believe that either its significance as a 

collective group, rather than isolated individual trees, or its heritage value as an integral 

part of a Category 2 listed property, has been properly assessed by Council staff.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 My name is Barbara Stewart. I was a City Councillor for 15 years, firstly on the Waimairi 

District Council and then on the Christchurch City Council, from 1986 – 2004. Over that 

time I was continually a champion for the survival of threatened trees in a period of 

significant tree loss to infill and subdivision throughout the older and more established 

areas of the city. 

 

1.2 I wish it recorded that I oppose the proposal to have 75-80% of Christchurch’s heritage 

and notable trees dropped from the Council’s register, particularly of such trees on 

private properties. 

 

1.3 I also strongly object to the timeframe and lack of publicity to this critical proposal in the 

city plan. The speed and lack of public consultation on this particular issue has been 

troubling to say the least. In conversation, many, many people have not been aware of 

this proposal. 

 

1.4 Our city has suffered devastating consequences as a result of earthquakes over the past 5 

years. Now this proposed tree policy opens the very real possibility that a vital 

characteristic, and integral part of the city’s beauty, is to be given no protection, through 

allowing the de-listing of significant trees with the result that they can be conveniently cut 

down on any basis whatsoever.  

 

1.5 That this should be proposed by our City Council across a city that we are all 

endeavouring to rebuild into an environment of renewal for its citizens is beyond 

shameful. 

 

2. Historic Background and Christchurch’s Character 

2.1 May I briefly take you back to the mid 1800’s when the early European settlers arrived 

on the Canterbury Plains. Looking at the paintings and early photographs, you see a few 

small wooden houses, a meandering small river with a bare plain as a background. 

Maybe in that background you might have seen a glimpse of trees surrounding the 

homestead of the earlier settlers, the Deans family. Amongst the first projects begun by 
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these settlers on the empty plains was the building of a church, a school and the planting 

of trees for shade and wind shelter. Eventually the town and then the city became called 

‘The Garden City’. 

 

2.2 Our city has always prided itself on the beauty of its tall green backdrops of trees, which 

give an otherwise flat city dimension, height and shelter on the open plains.   

 

3. My Concern Regarding The Current Proposal  

3.1 In this present time, the citizens and overall city continue their struggle to recover from 

the enormous damage and loss due to the earthquakes – in all approximately 14,000. The 

citizens have seen all around them in the inner city and the suburbs, destruction of all 

kinds.  

 

3.2 Now, under the proposed Replacement District Plan the Council proposes what will be 

another significant loss by supporting a ‘man-made’ and planned destruction to the 

environment of the city.  By deleting so many trees from the Council’s current register of 

Heritage/Notable trees, the proposal effectively allows the unrestricted cutting out of 

significant tall trees on private properties.  

 

3.3 This potential loss is compounded because one of the results of the earthquakes in the 

rebuilding of a section is that it often requires that ‘ground remediation’ must be carried 

out in order to safeguard the foundations of the new house.  This work invariably 

requires the complete removal of all the sections vegetation –and makes it even more 

important that we safeguard our Heritage and Notable trees that have survived this sadly 

necessary process, as well as the earthquakes themselves. 

 

4. Associated Environmental Effects: Clean Air and Habitat 

4.1 By allowing so many trees to be removed from the Heritage/Notable Trees list, meaning 

they can then be felled “as of right”, the Council is removing itself from its 

responsibilities of creating clean air, which is another critical contribution that trees 

make to a pure environment within the city. 
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4.2 Alongside the loss of trees, will be a significant loss of bird life.  I witnessed such an 

outcome 2 years ago in the Ouruhia district.  A tall and long, but gradually dying stand of 

trees was removed.  I had spent a lot of time staying right beside the site and had always 

seen at the dusk and dawn thousands of birds flying in for their night’s rest.  Where did 

they go and where will bird life go as less and less habitat remains for them? 

 

4.3 New Zealanders are slowly realising the loss of habitat and shelter for animal welfare, 

which has steadily progressed through large areas of our country due to the irrigation 

systems required by the dairy industry over the past 20 years.   

 

5. My Concern With The Process and Methodology Used By Council 

5.1 It was only through a Press article and a letter to the editor that most citizens were alerted 

to the Council tree proposal. Most people do not pore over the details of the 10-Year 

Annual Plan and by the time the Press article was published there were only 3 days left 

before submissions were closed. It is not too far, I suggest, from my past Council 

experience, that the proposers of this policy may have been pleased by the lack of 

consultation, as it made it far more likely that these destructive concepts could escape in-

depth and wide-ranging debate. Debate, I may add, that they should have had, given their 

potential, far-reach consequences for Christchurch’s future character. 

 

5.2 I have seen no robust argument or logic given to understand why this proposal has been 

put forward. Clearly the Council has now decided to ignore its past legal responsibilities 

to the environment of Christchurch by the planned removal of so many private property 

trees (that can then be felled “as of right”) and in the future predominantly concern itself 

with the trees owned by the Council. 

 

5.3 One potential ramification of this is a worsening of disputes between neighbours, which 

is again something Christchurch does not need as the community endeavours to rebuild 

itself in the post-earthquake environment. From my fifteen years’ experience as a 

councillor, I know that the retention or removal of trees can be an issue of considerable 

aggravation between neighbours. Resolving these can often be difficult, but where a tree 

is genuinely notable, with considerable natural, historic, and/or cultural significance, 
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having its significance clearly recorded on the District Plan’s register can greatly assist in 

guiding appropriate management decisions.   

 

5.4 I have the analysis report for the trees on my property. This report may be clear to the 

Council’s arborists sent out to do the analysis, but it is certainly in no way clear to me.  

Every tree has ‘NO’ beside it.  There are numbers such as 870-, but what is the overall 

number that this is to be judged against?  There is no detailed explanation of each tree, 

telling me after many years why that tree is no longer to be protected.   

 

5.5 As well as my discussion (to come, under Section 6) of the avenue on my property, there 

are at least two other trees which I consider significant.  The report is like being told you 

have “Chromoblastomycosis” – which means nothing, except to an expert.  However, if 

instead I was told I had “rare skin condition caused by fungus that grows on trees and 

which can lead to death”, then I would understand what I was being told. The report 

commenting on my trees is as opaque as “Chromoblastomycosis”. 

 

5.6 I believe the whole city deserves an in-depth report as to how the Council staff reached 

their conclusions. The older areas of the city, such as Heathcote, St Albans, Riccarton, 

Merivale, Fendalton and others, are distinguished by their “tree-ed” character, which 

contributes so much to Christchurch’s character as the Garden City. Many of these trees 

are also irreplaceable as the size and spread of the trees has occurred in the historic 

context of these larger lot-size suburbs and would not be possible in new, small-lot 

subdivisions. In this respect, I ask you to consider the new developments around the 

outskirts of the older areas of the city.  There is barely a large tree to be seen and although 

planting is occurring, it can only be of a medium or low size.  

 

5.7 In considering the renewal of the city as a whole, I believe it is important to retain a 

diversity of character within the overall Christchurch setting, which not only enables a 

range of lifestyle choices for residents but also provides a sense of continuity between our 

city’s past and present.   
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5.8 I believe that the Operative Plan’s list of Heritage and Notable trees should not only be 

maintained but regularly updated to include those trees which grow to become significant 

trees on private property.  

 

5.9 Unfortunately, again from my experience as a Councillor, the excuse of “it is diseased” is 

used to bring a tree down or significantly prune it. Following this action, you can see 

from the cut wood that this action/felling entailed a total untruth as to the real condition of 

the tree. For this reason, I also consider that a very robust and independent analysis must 

be used before a significant tree is felled. 

 

6 Request For Reinstatement, Heritage Lime Avenue, 60 Glandovey Road 

6.1 At my property of 60 Glandovey Road is an avenue of common limes, (Tilia x Europea.)  

 

6.2 This avenue of lime trees was planted in 1932 when Robert McDougall, a leading figure 

in Christchurch’s early twentieth century history, built the Heritage New Zealand, 

Category 2 listed house (Registration Number 3806), designed by the architect Heathcote 

Helmore. and gave this property to his daughter as a wedding present. I consider the lime 

avenue to be integral to the overall heritage character of the property. Individually, I 

agree that some of the trees may be weaker, or stronger, than others, but being an avenue 

its essential character is that the trees must be viewed collectively, as a group – but this 

has not been recognised by Council’s assessment.  

 

6.3 It is as an overall avenue that the trees give a beautiful canopy to the property’s entrance, 

an experience frequently remarked on by visitors.  It is a rare driveway in Fendalton and 

I believe collectively should be considered as an ‘avenue’ and remain under the notable 

tree definition and protected. 

 

7 Specific Relief Sought  

7.1 I seek that Objective 9.4.1 and the full suite of Section 9.4 policies cover significant trees 

on both private property and in the public domain.  
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7.2 In addition to this statement, I have joined with other submitters who have raised similar 

points and the evidence of Mr Brad Cadwallader (arborist), Ms Diane Lucas (landscape 

architect) and Ms Helen Lowe (planner) addresses the full intent of my submission from 

the expert perspective.   

 

 

Barbara Stewart, QSO 

 

10 December 2015 


